
xesj - new jordans 2017 Release

Features: high sensitivity revolutionary lightweight basketball shoes, often designed for athletes who participate in the final match of
the design. From in the game is called ferocious warrior KOBE BRYANT that get inspiration.
suggested retail price: 1290.00
size range: 6-11.12
Listing Date: 2006/06/01
Jordan Future 
air (Jordan woven shoes series) this shoe has been in the fire this year, can no longer fire. With the arrival of the refreshing pleasant
autumn, the Jordan Brand continue overwhelmed to bring you is air jordan future new color design "dark chocolate". Luxurious leather
material to the signature of the Woven woven technology to present a shoe body, collocation white in the bottom and rubber soles.
Let fall in the streets a lot of perfect color, this shoe will be 18 days in its designated shop to start the sale, the price is $375 dollars,
the interest of the friends may wish to pay more attention. 
/>
< br / > in the century village will visvim for American style love transplanted to traditional skate shoes on. To create this pair of Logan
shoes. The shoes in black suede uppers as brown suede collocation, overhangs and eye-catching white triangle hand sewing sewing
thread. White Vibram rubber and leather soles and embroidered leather heel patch for this pair of shoes made in Japan to add more
unique flavor. Logan visvim sports shoes are now available through PORTER MR, the price of $$600. (Editor: YOYO)
< p > renowned sports brand Nike recently for its popular superstar Kobe Bryant Kobe & middotBryant of the Queen's boots nike
kobe 9 launched the "what the" color. The "The What" series is derived from SB DUNK LOW NIKE "THE DUNK WHAT", which
makes people have unlimited imagination. And this time Kobe 9 to show a fresh and elegant style, the signature of the Flyknit fly line,
collocation its light color, so that it is more than a light of the incentive of the basketball game fresh. This time the The What color will
be in its official store in the beginning of the sale, which interested friends do not miss yo. 
/>
Following the launch of Jordan air 11 Retro Air Gamma Blue 12 Jordan Taxi Retro 
, Brand Jordan this will be Jordan Air 5 to create a new 3Lab5 Infrared Black color design. With the earlier exposure of the Jordan Air
5 "3Lab5" design, the designer once again the classic burst pattern fusion into the shoes, and through the full of mysterious black
show, as the end of the flame on the bright orange to create, highlighting the drive. Shoes will be on sale at Wish. 
/>
Jordan Brand recently described as frequent moves, focus introduced several engraved classic air jordan shoes, after Air Jordan 4
"Fire Red" and Air Jordan 7 "FILBERT" and "OBSIDIAN" release sales information relay, Jordan Brand has exposed the new color
of the Air Jordan 1 available information. And Air Jordan 7 "FILBERT" and "OBSIDIAN", as this pair Air Jordan 1 also uses a special
design vamp stitching sewn in a similar bright skin or suede or leather and other fabrics lychee spell shoe body, with the red laces,
rubber outsole and white classic Air Jordan wings logo. Early in 2012 Jordan Brand had launched an Air Jordan 1 "J2K" and on the
new dual appearance is very similar to this, with other Air Jordan 1 after finished the remaining material, so you can see many
triangular pieces, responded to today's society called environmental slogans, waste recycling, significance. This pair of newly
released Air Jordan 1 will be held on August 4 officially on sale in the United States, which sells for $ 135 (about 860 yuan), AJ fans
ready to take action now. 
Source: nicekicks 
long before the influx of people predicted: tidal sector this year will set off an outdoor boom, visvim other Japanese tide shoe brands
taking the lead this trend of the wind, if still too visvim success is entirely due to speculation Hiroshi Fujiwara, so now nike began to
march outdoor fact is enough to prove the tide shoe industry in 2005 will no longer dominate the world of sports shoes situation. 
The following figure shows the shoes nike air ecrof, general outdoor shoes for the sake of practicality are the shoe body with super
strong materials to build, which resulted in heavy shoes, and wear over time easily bored foot , because the shoe soles will be too
hard and feel pain, and many other bad situation, and this air ecrof Although not completely called outdoor shoes, but the appearance
will definitely have outdoor feeling, the most important is the big shoes Ciompi some local use lightweight materials to build, not only
will reduce the weight and good ventilation effect, sole plus more appropriate air suspension system, since so wearing outdoor boots
is no longer a painful thing.
Earlier reports had a message for everyone to upgrade adidas1.1 smart running shoes will be officially released on the 25th of this
month, my expectation, adidas today unveiled an unexpected sudden Foreign adidas1 basketball shoes. 
adidas1 basketball shoes, basic characteristic appearance continues the design of running shoes, only the upper and bottom
surface of the material with different running shoes, and basic internal intelligence module is also the same with the shoes, Dan is
responsible for operation of the chip is adjusted, taking into account the athletes according to responsible for different positions and
have different needs, so the new smart chip will automatically analyze the user state data to understand usage characteristics of
users, such as high-speed run more often, projections steals, leaps rebound etc., and then to user to adjust the appropriate sole
characteristics, and will be adjusted once every eight operational analysis records. 
adidas1 intelligent basketball shoe is expected in May 2006 to a small amount in the United States, then the official global launch in
August, the pricing is still US $ 250.
Chinese shoes network Sept. 28 news, following the city of ANTA Sports (9.72, -0.25, -2.51%), Xtep (3.72, -0.06, -1.59%), followed
by 361 degrees, Quanzhou, Fujian Province famous sports shoes Pick enterprises will be listed in Hong Kong Stock Exchange on
the 29th of this month, it has been determined at HK $ 4.1 / share issue price. By this calculation, the Olympic sports to raise funds
listed on the HKEx will reach HK $ 1.7 billion, 14% higher than the previous forecast of HK $ 1.5 billion. Quanzhou fourth XieWang
Jingnan family wealth will also jumped to HK $ 5.2 billion. It is understood that Credit Suisse acted as exclusive Olympic IPO Global
Coordinator and Sole Bookrunner, Credit Suisse and CCB International as Co-Sponsor & Lead Manager. 
According to the prospectus Pick, Pick this will be on sale for about 420 million shares, intended to raise about HK $ 1.56 billion,
90% of which will be for international placements, the remaining 10% will be in Hong Kong for public sale at a price range of HK $
3.55 per share to between HK $ 4.55 per share, to a maximum of 6294 over-allotment option shares, representing 15% of the Offer
Shares.



[Chinese shoes Network - Brand Dynamics] 60 years of cooperation between the two sides will end in spring next year. 2013 Umbro
brand will no longer be the British Football Association's official sports sponsor. 
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